LA Madone D’amour
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Music: Théo Lecomte
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T 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 2
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T 0 0 2 0 4
A 1 2 4
B 0 4
Cara al Cielo

Music: Don Diego & Julio Falcom
Arr: Ole Halén
Tangorama

Music: Ramon Mendizabal
Arr: Ole Halén
Accompanying this book was a cd. If you would like me to upload the rip somewhere, I would be happy to.

Ole Haden is the performer. He also arranged the sheetmusic.

01 - Tango Fleur Blue by Armandino & Malendo
02 - As de Copas by Feijoo
03 - La Madone D'amour by Theo Lecomte
04 - Un Tango D'Autrefois by Privat & Duchesne
05 - Ma Rose D'alsace by Trabuco & Denoux
06 - Insaisissable by Denoncin
07 - Cara al Cielo by Diego & Falcom
08 - Sacre Tango by Denoncin
09 - Tangorama by Mendizabal
10 - Soir de pluie by Alstone & Bessiere
11 - Une simple carte Postale by Denoncin
12 - Joue Contre Joue by Ferrari

Don't dismiss these works simply because you've never heard of the composers. some of them are very nice :)

e-mail me: lud@mpeg3c.org Alternatively you could contact amb.